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University plans replacements for lost on-campus housing
Noah Gunther
Staff Writer

______________________

Starting in 2016, six of
Lawrence’s group houses will no
longer be available as student
housing. To reconcile this loss,
Lawrence is currently developing
plans to add additional space, and
part of these plans will be a conversion of the former Lucinda’s
dining hall into living space.
The six Lawrence group
houses that will no longer be
available next year, include 122,
128, 203, 217, and 221 North
Union street (currently Co-op
House, GLOW House, Artistic
Expression House, Global Health
House, and Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia,
respectively) and 739 East Alton
Street (Greenfire House).
“The
Appleton
Fire
Department told us the houses

Art house is one of the several houses that will no longer be available for student housing starting in 2016.
Photo by Sadie Tenpas

See page 2

Panel examines establishment and media portrayal of ISIS

Panelists discuss their views on recent events involving ISIS.
Photo by MIchael Hubbard

Megan Corum
Staff Writer

______________________

THIS

WEEK

On Monday Oct. 20, a panel,
US Imperialism and the Creation
of ISIS: A Syrian Perspective, discussed the current situation in
Syria, including the political conflicts Syria faces and the impact
of American intervention on the
Middle East on Monday, Oct. 20.
The panel was organized by
the group, Students for Justice in
Palestine (SJP). Panelists included SJP co-president junior Razan
Anabtawi, vice-president senior
Eli Massey, member freshman
Mahmoud Shaar and co-president
sophomore Tammara Nassar.

Even though the group focuses primarily on Palestine, they
also work to “promote the cause
of justice,” Anabtawi said.
SJP organized the panel with
the goal of “debunking some of
the stereotypes of the conflict”
in Syria, Shaar said. The media
portrayal “doesn’t really match
what’s happening on the ground,”
he said.
Syria gained its independence from the Ottomans in 1918
and then again from the French
in 1946. In 1970, Hafez al-Assad
overthrew the current president
and took power. Assad’s family
continued to rule Syria. “It’s not
a democracy, it’s not a kingdom,
but power was handed over to his
son,” Shaar said.
During the Arab Spring

in 2011, Syria was one of many
countries to take action. “It’s not
like a civil war where there are
two parts but it is people trying to
get rid of their oppressor,” Shaar
said. Fighting continued to be primarily between Assad’s regime
and Syrian rebels until the arrival
of ISIS in 2013.
“ISIS came into the country,”
Shaar said. “ISIS does not represent the Syrian people; it does not
represent the culture of any of the
people who live there.”
“It’s more than just a terrorist militant group,” Anabtawi
said. “It’s running itself as a social
political group.”
They highlighted the “portrayal of ISIS as an Islamic extremist organization in American mainstream media,” Eli said. However,

“the leaders of ISIS are secular,”
Shaar said. Their policies are “not
really Islamic ideology,” he said.
The media’s focus on ISIS
ignores the fact that the death
toll in the western part of Syria
was “not created by ISIS,” Shaar
said. “There are still rebels who
are fighting the regime but they’re
being crushed between ISIS and
the regime.”
“This is not ISIS killing people; this is the regime killing people,” Nassar said. “All these people,
every single one, with a name and
a face.”
American intervention in
the Middle East takes the form of
progressive imperialism. In Iraq,
America “took all the oil, ran out
of money and left,” Nassar said.
“If we look back historically,

Syria did not need western intervention,” Shaar said. He added
that, from a Syrian perspective,
“America comes in and bombs the
country; America comes in and
bombs civilians.”
Shaar, who is originally from
Syria, said “things got really bad
in my city so I couldn’t go back
to Syria” and ended up staying in
Turkey for some time. “Syria is
my home, of course, but I can’t go
back to Syria.”
Freshman Wouter Van Der
Hoeven and freshman Sabrina
Conteh were some of the lecture
attendees. “It was very important
because we’re so engulfed in the
U.S. perspective,” Sabrina said. “It
was great to get an understanding
of ISIS,” Wouter added.
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World

News

Compiled by Nathan Whiteman

MEXICO

SWEDEN

IRAN

Mayor Jose Luis Abarca has been linked to the
disappearance of 43 college students. Abarca reportedly had ordered the police to detained the students
to prevent them from disrupting a speech given by
Abarca’s wife.

A mysterious vessel, presumed to be a submarine, has been sighted off the coast of Stockholm. The
Swedish military has said that force will be used if
necessary to make it surface.

Protestors took to the streets in Isfahan, Iran to
protest the recent acid attacks against women. These
attacks have coincided with the passage of a law that
allows citizens to correct those who they deem to be
not adhering to Iran’s social laws.

Two days after the announcement of a ceasefire between the government of President Jonathan
Goodluck and Boko Haram, attacks allegedly affiliated with the group put the ceasefire into question.

Four former Blackwater Worldwide security
guards were convicted for their role in the 2007
shooting in Baghdad’s Nisour Square. This shooting
resulted in the deaths of 17 Iraqi citizens. The four
were jailed immediately after conviction.

In Ottawa, Canada a corporal was fatally wounded when he was shot by an unknown gunman while
guarding Canada’s main war memorial. The gunman
was eventually killed after firing multiple shots in
the nearby Parliament building.

The European Parliament has granted approval to European Commission President-elect JeanClaude Juncker for his team of EU commissioners.
The commission will assume duties starting Nov. 1.

The World Health Organization declares Nigeria
ebola free. No cases have been reported in the last
42 days.

NIGERIA

PAKISTAN

Anti-government cleric Tahir-ul-Qadri asks his
supporters to end the two-month long sit-in in front
of the Parliament and instead protest in cities across
the country.

UNITED STATES

EUROPEAN UNION

CANADA

NIGERIA

Shoplifting from Kate’s Corner Store causes policy change
Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer

______________________

Bon Appétit employee of two
years Maria Salinas was on duty
when the student was caught.
Salinas was working a busy
shift that Tuesday. After the rush
died down, she went to the back
to restock some items from the
cooler.
“[When I got back] I noticed
someone’s skateboard leaning
against the counter,” explained
Salinas, “I thought that someone
had left it but then I heard rustling in back next to the chip and
pretzel stand.”
Salinas then saw a student hunched over with his bag
unzipped. He had a container of
Asian noodles in his hand. When
he came around, the Asian noodles were replaced with a can of
Campbell’s soup. The Asian noodles, however, were not replaced
on the stand.
When he got to the register,
Salinas said “I then asked him
if all he wanted to buy was the
Campbell’s soup. He confirmed
and then I asked to see his backpack.”
In his bag, under some moccasins, were the aforementioned
Asian noodles, three more Asian
noodle containers, a box of Swiss
Rolls and two boxes of mini
donuts.
Junior Jenna Kuchar was
working at the Warch Campus

Housing

continued from page 1
are zoned for single family use,
and we can’t use them as we have
been using them…they’ve allowed
us to continue [using them for student housing] until 2016, allowing
us to formulate a plan for how
we’re going to make up for those
beds,” Associate Dean of Students
for Campus Life Amy Uecke said.
In order to accommodate
that portion of the student body
who will no longer be able to live
in these houses, Lawrence plans to
open additional space in Colman
hall. The project will repurpose
the Lucinda area in Coleman to be
used for rooms.
Uecke explained “We’ve been
very mindful of trying to get a plan
together for creating spaces, not

Center Information Desk when
Maria came up with the student.
“I called security,” begins
Kuchar, “I think it was a stern
response but I totally understand
because I have heard of things
being stolen [from the Corner
Store] before.”
Kuchar comments on Maria
Salinas’ ordeal, “[Bon Appétit]
employees are here super late,
work tough hours and now they
have to put up with people stealing, who don’t realize the repercussions of their actions.”
Julie Severance, Bon Appétit’s
General Manager, admits that this
is a rare occurrence—that we
know of.
“We have nothing to do with
the situation after we report it to
security,” continues Severance.
In hopes of eliminating crime
in the corner store, management
implemented a new policy that
requires customers to remove
coats and backpacks prior to
entering the store.
“Many students [show]
anger or disbelief at the situation
in general, not the policy”, said
Severance.
Student opinion on the new
policy varies. Freshman Sabrina
Conteh questions the rule’s effectiveness. Taking herself out of
the Lawrence Bubble she said, “I
don’t think that there’s anything
they can do about it. It is [also] so
inconvenient—and I think taking
off our coats is very unnecessary.“

necessarily exactly like a small
house… but we’ve been working
with architects to design a plan for
re-purposing that (Lucinda area)
space and creating opportunities
to make up for the beds and the
kind of environment that students
are experiencing in small group
housing.”
“They just can’t be used for
overnight housing, like you would
in a home situation.” Uecke continued, explaining that the houses
being unfit for living standards
does not necessarily mean they
would have to be demolished.
“The facility services staff will be
going through and determining
what [the houses] can be used
for…There have been no final decisions made yet about what will
happen to those houses, how they
would be used, if they would be
used.” stated Uecke, emphasizing

Photo by Nathan Lawrence

Kuchar disagrees: “[The
Corner Store] is a great feature
so if the school is losing money
because people are stealing
then there should be more rules
enforced.”
Junior Megan Occhino argues
that while the policy is annoying, “[Bon Appétit] is handling the
issue in the best way possible.”
“It just is unfortunate that
[innocent costumers] have to be
on the receiving end of this new

Lawrence’s interest in using the
houses for other purposes.
This is not the first time these
houses have been re-purposed.
Despite Lawrence’s near centurylong ownership of several of the
Union street houses, most of them
were only converted to accommodate students in 1988 due to a
shortage of residence hall rooms.
They had primarily been used to
house families of professors or as
rental units in the earlier 1900’s.
Co-op house, built in 1901 and
purchased by Lawrence in 1928,
was originally used to house
members of the Phi Tau fraternity.
Ted and Zoe Cloak occupied the
house during the 1950s, where
they started the still-active Attic
Theatre Company.
While many of these houses
have a similarly rich history, not all
of them have survived the test of

action,” continued Occhino.
Kuchar does recognize the
drawbacks of this new system.
“There are a lot of trustworthy
people who have to suffer because
of one silly dude, so now we have
to deal with these middle school
rules,” laments Kuchar.
Ultimately, students hope
that as the year continues the previous corner store privileges will
return.
“We are college students and

time. In late 1997, Carlyle-Schmidt
house, located at 127 North Union
street, was torn down after debate
with the community over interest in preserving the house, even
relocating it. After several assessments, Lawrence determined that
the reconstruction necessary was
too costly, and 127 North Union
street is now the grassy lawn adjacent to the chapel parking lot.
Senior Eli Massey, who has
lived in Lawrence group houses
since his sophomore year, shared
his view of the importance of the
environment house living offers.
“The intimacy of sharing a small
space with a group of people,
growing with one another, sharing in one another’s failures and
successes has been a crucial piece
in my development at Lawrence.
It would be a severe mistake to
eliminate themed group housing

this place is all about trust with
the Honor Code and the implied
social code,” concludes Kuchar,
“We should be trusted to act
accordingly.”

from Lawrence. Many of my closest friends are people I would
not have met without the themed
houses.”
While she was unsure of the
future Lucinda housing’s ability to replicate group housing at
Lawrence, Uecke stated it would
“allow for independent group living that you would get whether
you were in a theme or formal
group house, and there’s really
some fantastic ideas coming out
of the committee that’s working
towards housing those students.”
“That committee is working
towards getting some base plans
down and sharing it with the rest
of the community…Soon we’ll be
reaching out to the rest of campus
and asking for student opinions
and feedback,” concluded Uecke.
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“Drinking Period”

How to Make the B est of It
Sarah Wagner
Columnist

_______________________

Dear Sarah,
I took advantage of not having classes the last few days and
made some seriously Freshman
Decisions. I went a little too hard
on Wednesday and then spent all of
Thursday in bed nursing the queen
mother of all hangovers. Reading
period is almost over and I’m looking for something fun to do over
the next few days so I don’t feel
like I’ve wasted my time off. Any
suggestions?

AROUND THE WORLD
IN EIGHT ISSUES

- Haplessly Hungover

Wadi Rum, Jordan
Laura Udelson

For The Lawrentian

_____________________________________________

After a four-hour JETT bus
ride and a 45 minute van ride,
we arrived with our guide at a
campsite in Wadi Rum at 10 p.m.
Inside the camp, neon lights were
flashing and popular music was
blasting. We waited outside the
entrance with our backpacks,
slightly confused about where we

get to our first site, the Seven
Pillars. It was hot and our eyes
were adjusting to the unearthly,
unfamiliar landscape.
The terrain is comparable to
the Hollywood version of other
planets. The red rocks are massive
and the desert extends in every
direction. The site was actually
used in the films “Prometheus”
and “Transformers: Revenge of
the Fallen.” A lot of the traveler demographic that passed us

in the evening. Twice during the
day, the father and brother of the
Bedouin met us with their car.
They prepared us lunch and tea
that we enjoyed on a Bedouin
rug under the shade. We returned
back to the campsite by night and
made a large campfire.
We started off the second
day with a camel ride. Camels are
very silly animals and their feet
expand every time they touch the
ground. We rode them, led by a

Photo courtesy of Laura Udelson

seemed like an older European
crowd interested in a more rustic
or historical vacation. They rode
in jeeps and stopped at different sites to take pictures. Tents
and rest stops were set up next
to many sites that had historical
significance to T.E. Lawrence and
sold different products such as
instruments or swords.
Our group and the guide
that came with us were led by a
younger Bedouin. Our guide wore
military boots and the Bedouin
wore flimsy looking flip flops. We
spent the whole day walking, to
the Seven Pillars in the morning and through Raqabat Canyon

guide, through the
desert for an hour
and a half and
stopped at a site
to get tea halfway through.
After we left
the
camels,
the Bedouin
guides started
taking us to
our
furtheraway destinations by car—a
pick-up truck with
two benches in the

My first suggestion is to go
buy several large boxes of Ritz
crackers or saltines and some ginger ale. It’s been my fail proof
hangover cure for some time now.
They’re easy to keep down and
will settle your stomach.
Now, on to your question. I
know Appleton seems like a small
city and Lawrence feels like an
even smaller bubble within that
small city, but there’s still plenty
of opportunities to go out and
explore the world around you.
Here are a few of my favorite spur
of the moment free time activities.
High Cliff State Park: These
gorgeous fall colors won’t last
much longer, my friend and there
are few places that offer better
viewing than High Cliff. Just a
thirty minute drive southeast (so
hopefully you or someone you
know has a car), the park has
large green areas that are just asking for some college kids to show
up with a Frisbee or a soccer
ball. You can also walk up along
the cliffs for
a sce-

U
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Send in your questions to
wagners@lawrence.edu and
have them answered
by Sarah, a double-degree
student in
l
.
a
w
w
w
r
enti an
w
.c o m
her fifth
year at
LU.

Po

were as several Bedouins greeted
us and urged us to see our rooms.
One of the students in our
group—there were five of us—was
frustrated with our guide because
we were not at the Green Desert
campsite, as planned, which had
high ratings and was in a protected area of Wadi Rum. After
some debate, we decided to stay
at the campsite we were dropped
off at. The dinner was buffet style
Bedouin dishes. Afterwards, we
climbed up the nearby rocks and
lay on our backs looking at the
moon.
The first morning, we walked
in the sand for several hours to

Dear Haplessly,

nic view of Lake Winnebago.
Movie Night: Not feeling like
going out? Plan a movie marathon
with friends. Between the library,
Netflix and Amazon Prime, you
are bound to find something to
please everyone. You could also
take a quick trip out to the local
cinema—“Gone Girl” is supposed
to be good and “Birdman” was
quite successful on the fall festival
circuit.
Fall Festivities: It’s a week
until Halloween, go get into that
festive fall spirit! Wisconsin is full
of apples, take some friends and
go pick some of your own in a
local orchard instead of snitching
extras from the campus center.
Look for pumpkins at the farmer’s
market on Saturday morning and
carve up some jack-o’-lanterns.
Go out to eat: Even if you
just barely get out of the Lawrence
bubble and walk a block down
College to Taste of Thai, it’s good
to give your stomach a treat that
isn’t from Bon Appétit. If you’re
looking to go a bit further afield,
Carmella’s is a particularly tasty
Italian restaurant and Antojitos
is a lovely, intimate Mexican restaurant.
Shopping Spree: Every reading period without fail, I always
seem to end up at the mall at
least once. You’ve made it through
six weeks’ worth of classes, concerts, mid-terms and essays,
you deserve something nice.
Whether it’s hitting up the sale
rack at Banana Republic, shuffling through flannels at the Thrift
Shoppe or buying a new arts and
crafts project from Michael’s, take
these last few days of reading
period to do something nice for
yourself. We could all use a little
time to be nice to ourselves.

No, it should be later.
25%

There should not be a
reading period.
0%

See page 7

Do you believe that reading period is scheduled at an optimal time during the term?
Total Votes: 57

No, it should be sooner.
19%

Yes.
56%
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Women’s Tennis ends season with successful MWC Championships
Clare Bruning
Staff Writer

______________________

The Lawrence University
Women’s Tennis team spent
last weekend battling it out at
the 2014 Midwest Conference
(MWC) Championships, hosted
at the Nielsen Tennis Stadium
on the UW-Madison campus. The
Vikings emerged after two days of
intense competition without any
first place finishes, but a number
of notable performances nonetheless.
“It’s a really exciting atmosphere,” said junior Ali Heiring
of the conference tournament.

“We finally get to go head-to-head
individually against all the people
we’ve competed against throughout the season. It’s interesting to
see how we stack up when we’re
all on the same surface in the
same environment like that.”
Senior Melissa Heeren led the
team with a second place finish at
No. 6 singles on Sunday, Oct. 19.
In the quarterfinal round Heeren
bested Lake Forest junior Emily
Raben 4-6, 6-3, 6-4, and moved
on to the finals after soundly
defeating Carroll sophomore
Sam Hoyord 6-0, 6-1. St. Norbert
sophomore Ashley Randazzo took
down Heeren in the final round
6-1, 2-6, 6-4.
Another notable perfor-

Weekend Events

Staff Writer

______________________

Macalester
Where: Macalester
When: Fri., Oct 25
1 p.m.

Volleyball
Beloit

Lawrence
Where: Beloit
When: Fri., Oct 24
7 p.m.

Staff Writer

______________________

After a stellar high school
coaching career at Xavier earned
him Fox Valley Christian Conference
Coach of the Year, Post-Crescent
All-Area Coach of the Year honors,
and Valley 8 Coach of the Year;
Matthew Schoultz set his sights
on Lawrence University volleyball.
By consulting some of the current
players on the team, I was able
to get some inside perspective for
the questions in this week’s coach’s
spotlight.
What drew you to Lawrence
volleyball after having a stellar
career at Xavier HS?
I was really excited for
opportunity to coach at Lawrence

Oct. 18 and 19 were tough
game days for the Men’s Soccer
team as they took on two Midwest
Conference (MWC) competitors,
Grinnell and Cornell Colleges. Play
began on Saturday in Grinnell at
11 a.m. The teams were neckand-neck for most of the first half.
senior captain Cameron Pieper
led the team with two shots on
goal. However, the ball failed to
reach the back of the net.
At 42 minutes of play, a foul
was committed in the box by the
Vikings, leaving Grinnell with a
penalty kick. Benjamin Warner
was able to score for his team off
of the PK, giving Grinnell the 1-0
lead at the end of the first half.
The second half continued
with most of the same backand-forth play. Senior Stephen
Salansky received a yellow card
at 59 minutes for a dangerous
play in the fight to get the game
tied up. Sophomore Joe Krivit
played an outstanding game for
the Vikings, stopping 11 shots on

goal, one upping Grinnell goalie
Isaiah Tyree, who had four saves
for the game.
Despite their best efforts,
the Vikings failed to come back
and the game ended with a score
of 1-0 for Grinnell, marking the
eighth one-goal loss for LU.
The team headed to Mount
Vernon, Iowa the next day to play
their second match of the weekend against the Rams of Cornell
College. This time, it was senior
Santiago Alvarez who led the team
with three shots on goal along
with fellow senior Joe Cullen and
sophomore Michael Deremo, who
contributed two shots apiece.
Ultimately, Lawrence had a
22-6 edge in shots over Cornell,
but neither team could find the
back of the net. Krivit added, “We
were able to create some good
chances in front of the goal. In
total, we had 22 shots, which is
usually great. But their keeper had
a spectacular game and we were
unlucky to not be able to put any
of our chances away.”
The game ended up going
into double-overtime, adding
20 additional minutes to the 90
already played. Cornell’s goalkeeper was very busy, having to

Coach’s Corner

Matt Schoultz
Erik Soderlund

Vogel defeated Monmouth College
8-0 after an opening round bye
in order to advance to the semifinals. There they fell 8-5 to the St.
Norbert College duo that eventually took first place.
Heiring teamed up with
Holsen to win the consolation
championship in No. 2 doubles,
defeating both Knox College and
Beloit College 8-1. At No. 1 doubles, Frankel and Geoffrey posted
an 8-3 win over Illinois College
before being eliminated in the
quarterfinals after falling 8-6 to
Lake Forest.
“In review, our season went
great. We had some really big
wins,” said Heiring, reflecting on
a strong fifth place finish over-

University. Building Xavier’s program up from the bottom was a
huge accomplishment and I was
proud of what we were able to
accomplish there. Coming to a
great academic school and being
able to work in my home town is
really what drew me to Lawrence.
What is the best part about
coaching at Lawrence?
Working with a great group
of people in the athletic department and seeing all our studentathletes excel in the classroom
and on the court.

Explain your method behind
the girls running the Beep-Test
frequently? What do you hope
they will get out of it?
In past seasons, we would
run the 800m on the track outside. While this helped us with

all. “We definitely moved up from
last year. The top four attend the
conference team tournament in
the spring, so we’re only one spot
away from competing there as a
team.”
Heiring expressed optimistic
hopes for the future and positive
feelings about the conclusion of
the 2014 season. “On behalf of
the whole team,” she added, “a big
thank you goes out to Adam Busch
and David Jumes, our managers,
Megan Occhino, our trainer, and
Coach Francour for a wonderful
season.”

Men’s Soccer loses, ties in MWC matches
Jenny Angeli

Football
Lawrence

mance came from senior Tess
Vogel, who earned her place in
the semifinals in the No. 5 singles
spot after trumping Monmouth
freshman Cheyenne Groat 6-0, 6-0
in the previous round. Freshman
Lindsay Holsen and senior Allison
Juda each advanced to the championship quarterfinals in the No. 3
and No. 4 spots, respectively.
Senior Hannah Geoffrey (No.
1) and sophomore Katie Frankel
(No. 2) both lost their first
matches, but proceeded to charge
through the consolation bracket
and win consolation titles.
Of course, all the singles
competition came after a full day
of doubles play on Saturday, Oct.
18. At No. 3 doubles, Heeren and

conditioning, I was looking for
something that was a little more
related to volleyball for conditioning. The beep test is short spurts,
just like a point in volleyball. We
still are running 800m with the
beep test; it is just more related to
the game of volleyball.

What are your team goals for
the season?
Be positive, motivated, selfless, team oriented and play for
each other all season. [I hope we}
play our type of volleyball and
leave everything on the court
every day.

I heard that you run the test
alongside the team? Are you
training for anything in particular as well or do you have
another purpose?
Yes, I run the beep test with

the team. No, I am not training
for anything. I just want to show
the team what I ask of them is not
unrealistic. If I can run the beep
test, they should be able to run it.

What is your obsession with the
song Fireball, by Pitbull?
I do not have an obsession
with Fireball. I like to listen to
Top 40. I like any song with a
good beat!

I’m a badminton fan myself.
How do you feel about the
sport? Word is that you are
pretty good. Do you have any
particular rivals on campus you
play against?
Badminton is a fun sport. I
have not played in a while. We
used to play at Sam Nimmer’s
house during the summer.

LET’S GO VIKINGS!

Krivit sends a pass downfield after making one of his 11 saves against Grinnell.
Photo courtesy of Blizzard Graphics

make 13 saves for the Rams, while
Krivit made four for the Vikings.
At the end of 110 minutes
of play, the score remained 0-0.
This left the Vikings with a 1-6-2
record in the MWC, ranking them
ninth out of 11 teams in MWC
Rankings.
While moving on to the
conference tournament is not in
the future of the Men’s Soccer
team for this year, they still hope
to finish off their season on a
strong note. Their last conference
game will be a home match this
Saturday, Oct. 25 against Beloit at
12:30 p.m.

BY THE
NUMB3RS

22

Total shots
registered by the
Vikings offense
against Cornell
College. Despite
this, Lawrence
was unable to
score.
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Athlete of the Week
Pablo Morales

Tess Vogel: Women’s Tennis
This week I chatted with Tess Vogel, a senior piano major from Connecticut. Last Saturday at the Midwest Conference Tournament, Tess
reached the semifinals with her doubles partner Melissa Heeren at No. 3 doubles. The next day, she again reached the semifinals playing
No. 5 singles to round out her Lawrence tennis career.
Pablo Morales: Tell me a little bit about the matches this weekend. It was the Midwest Conference Tournament, right?
Tess Vogel: It was super exciting; it was a lot of fun. We all had a lot of chances to play a bunch of different matches, which was cool. It was
tiring, but fun. My doubles partner Melissa Heeren and I were seeded 3rd in the conference, so we were lucky and had a bye the first round.
Then, we ended up playing a few matches and lost to a tough team in the semifinals. It was close, though! And that team ended up winning the
whole thing, so that made us feel a little better.

PM: The courts just got redone. How has it been playing on them this season?
TV: Yes! They are absolutely beautiful. It’s so great, the concept of the courts being redone. There had been some big cracks in them. It’s nice
to know that there are donors out there and all that support for the tennis teams here. To be the first people to play on them, break them in a
little bit is pretty cool. I think they’re also working on getting lights out there, too.
PM: How long have you been playing tennis?
TV: I started a little bit before high school. I played a little when I was younger, and then picked it
up before high school again, then played on my high school team.

PM: How is it juggling tennis and the con?
TV: It’s tough, in high school I always felt like I was caught in the middle between the two.
Professor and coach never really talked to one another. It’s been pretty difficult here, too, like
freshman year I couldn’t go to conference because of a Viking Chorale concert I was in, but this
year Coach Francour has been so understanding. I think since tennis is an individual sport, you
can sort of meet separately and hit. It’s not like your whole team is depending on you to be at a
practice. In that respect, it’s been a little easier.
PM: It sounds like Coach Francour has really become a valuable asset to the team.
TV: Yeah, the way he structures practices is great. We run organized drills rather than just hitting
around. We do other stuff to help keep us in shape like footwork stuff, ladders, jump rope. We get
balls fed to us so we can work on specific strokes. There’s a fair amount of live play, and I think all
of that has helped us improve. It shows in our results.

PM: Who do you look up to on the professional tennis circuit?
TV: I really like Roger Federer. For a while, it was Novak Djokovic, which was tough since I don’t
think he was necessarily well liked by a lot of people at first. I think that’s changing, though. His
demeanor on the court has changed, and his fan base is definitely growing as a result. Still, though,
I love Roger Federer.
PM: Do you try to emulate that Federer backhand?
TV: If only! He’s nuts. I really like [Caroline] Wozniacki as far as female players go. She had a good
year and it’s fun to watch her play. They do amazing things. I don’t know how they do what they
do. Their endurance is through the roof.

Vogel prepares for a serve in singles play.
Photo provided

PM: How is the team getting along overall?
TV: Great, we got to do a lot of bonding during preseason. We went up to Björklunden, which was
fun. They have some courts that are nice to play on. We have a lot of team traditions—tie-dye parties, door decks. It’s all a lot of fun.

Vikings dominated by undefeated Carroll
CJ Revis

Staff Writer

_______________________

The Lawrence Football team
traveled to Carroll University
this weekend to play the second Midwest Conference (MWC)
game of the season. The Carroll
Pioneers came into the game in
first place in the MWC, sporting
an undefeated record of 5-0. They
also were in the top three in the
conference in nearly every statistical category, including having
the best defense and the second
best offense.
The Vikings knew that they
had a tough task ahead of them,
especially since the game was on
the road. Several Vikings commented before the game that they
had to be ready for the hostile
environment. “They always have
very vocal fans who cheer behind
our bench,” commented sophomore Pip Wasserburg. “They
never hesitate to let us know what
they think. It’s just a part of the

game.”
During the game, it was all
Pioneers right from the start. On
the very first drive, the Carroll
defense forced a Vikings threeand-out. The Pioneers followed
that up by blocking a Vikings punt
attempt and returned it 32 yards
for a touchdown.
The Carroll offense was then
led by running back Lamont
Williams, the second leading rusher in the conference, who ran for
two first quarter touchdowns by
breaking off runs of 50 yards and
55 yards. Carroll led 27-0 after the
first quarter.
The Pioneers continued their
dominance in the second quarter
by intercepting a Lawrence pass
and returning it for a touchdown.
Lamont Williams also broke out
another big run, this time for 70
yards and his third touchdown
of the day. Following a few more
rushing touchdowns by other
players, the Pioneers held a commanding 55-0 lead at the half.
The Vikings got on the board
in the fourth quarter with a 24
yard touchdown pass from quar-

terback Tanner Schuh to receiver
Taylor Mandich. It was Mandich’s
fifth touchdown of the year.
The Vikings ending up falling by a final score of 76-7. The
loss moved the Vikings to 2-4
on the year with a 1-1 record
in conference. Senior linebacker
Brandon Taylor led the Vikings
with nine tackles and Mandich led
the offense with four catches for
66 yards and a touchdown.
“We can play better than we
did, and we need to,” said sophomore Wes Hetcher. “It’s over. It’s
done with. We need to forget this
game and keep developing as a
team.”
The Vikings look to get back
on track this weekend as they go
on the road again. This time, they
will take on Macalester College,
a new addition to the MWC this
year, on Oct. 25.
“We look forward to the challenge that Macalester presents.
We’re excited to start a new series
with Macalester. Hopefully one
that is dominated by Lawrence,”
finished Wasserburg.

STANDINGS
WOMEN’S TENNIS
TEAM
MWC
OVR
St. Norbert
9-0
13-1
Cornell
9-1
15-3
Grinnell
8-2
9-4
Lake Forest
7-3
10-4
Lawrence
5-4
8-7
Carroll
5-5
8-9
Monmouth
3-7
5-12
Beloit
3-7
4-11
Illinois
1-6
3-9
Ripon
1-8
1-13
Knox
1-9
1-15
MEN’S SOCCER
TEAM
MWC
Knox
7-0
Lake Forest
5-2-2
Carroll
5-1-1
Monmouth
5-2-1
Illinois
4-2-1
St. Norbert
3-1-3
Grinnell
2-2-3
Beloit
2-5
Lawrence
1-6-2
Cornell
0-6-1
Ripon
0-7

OVR
12-2
6-8-2
7-6-2
7-8-1
8-5-2
9-3-3
6-3-5
2-12
1-11-3
2-11-2
2-12-1

VOLLEYBALL
TEAM
MWC
Cornell
8-0
Lake Forest
5-1
St. Norbert
5-1
Ripon
3-2
Carroll
3-2
Lawrence
4-3
Illinois
3-5
Grinnell
2-4
Monmouth
1-5
Knox
1-5
Beloit
0-7

OVR
17-6
11-12
11-13
13-9
7-16
8-15
6-14
8-16
7-18
3-22
3-19

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
and are current as of
Oct. 22, 2014.

Freshman Sportlight
Devin Ditto

For The Lawrentian

____________________________________

Every week, I sit down with
one freshman varsity athlete to
learn about their transition to collegiate sports. This week, I spoke
with Jacob Berman, backup QB on
the football team.
Where are you from? What
about Lawrence drew you here?
I am from Bethesda,
Maryland. The friendly environment and strong academics of
Lawrence is what drew me here.
How old were you when you
started playing football?
I first started playing football
in ninth grade.

What sparked your initial interest in the sport?
I initially got interested in the
sport because I liked watching it
on TV, and I wanted to be involved
with my friends.

How has the transition been
going from playing high school

football to competing on the
college level?
College football is a lot more
about being precise with your
movements on the field rather
than just raw athleticism like in
high school.

Can you tell me your favorite
memory so far this season?
My favorite memory so far
this year has been coming off two
tough losses and beating Beloit at
home this past weekend.
What is a fun fact about yourself?
I started playing hockey when
I was 7 years old and continued to
play throughout high school.
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NAMI brings benefits of dog therapy to LU campus
Rachel Taber

For The Lawrentian

______________________________

Last Saturday, Oct. 17, the Lawrence
chapter of National Alliance on Mental
Illness (NAMI) brought certified therapy
dogs to campus in order to de-stress students before mid-terms. Students came,
relaxed and interacted with the dogs to
get a break from studying, while the dog
handlers told their stories about their dogs.
NAMI is an organization working to
make Lawrence a more welcoming place
for everyone, especially those affected by
mental illness. Senior Elise Massicotte, who
works as a liaison between NAMI Fox Valley
and NAMI LU, said “NAMI’s job is to try
and reduce the stigma against mental illness on campus. An astounding amount of
Lawrence students struggle with mental
illness every day, and it’s never talked about
and we want to stop that.”
The idea for dog therapy came to NAMI
last year. “Our president got started wanting to help the students who miss their
dogs, and help reduce stress all around on
campus by bringing pets from the commu-

nity into Lawrence” explained Massicotte.
“We can hang out with dogs and get some
stress relief for mid-terms.”
Due to the popularity of the event,
NAMI is likely to host it again. “I think we’re
going to maybe try and do this once a term,
or at least next year as well and make it an
annual thing since it’s been so successful
today,” said Massicotte.
Steve, one of the dog owners, has had
his dog Dusty for eight years, and Dusty has
been a therapy dog for eight months. “Dog
therapy is where you bring dogs to a situation like this where people are stressed out
maybe or just need to get away from what
they’re doing. That’s the therapy for me is
petting my dog,” Steve said. “Dusty loved it
because he just sits there and gets petted.
I don’t think he’s ever gotten petted that
much before.”
A therapy dog needs to be comfortable
around people, and this is why not all dogs
can be therapy dogs.
“Just being calm around the dog helps
keep him calm. Plus being eight years old,
he’s at the age now where he’s getting a
little mellow,” Steve explained.
Students seem to have found the event
very calming.
“I’m just going to relax and pet some

dogs,” freshman Ben Peterson said. Junior
Albert Marshall explained he felt “about
twenty times less stressed” for his midterms after meeting the dogs. Freshman
Kate Morton said “They just make me happy
because I haven’t seen my dog in so long.”
Suzanne Hones, a sophomore

Students connect with the therapy dogs.
Photo by Billy Liu

explained, “I’m really excited about the
dogs, though I wish there were more puppies. But I’m very pleased that they’re here
and I think this is a good idea.” Marshall
added, “I love them. It’s been so long since
I’ve been around a dog; they’re just so great
that they play with you. It’s awesome.”

Mid-term reading period offers diverse happenings
Regan Martin
Staff Writer

______________________________

Fall reading period acts as a muchneeded break in the middle of a hectic term.
Students have spent the past several weeks
coming to terms with the end of summer
and adjusting to life back at Lawrence.
If you ask a group of Lawrentians what
they’re planning on doing over the four-day
break, you’re bound to get answers as varied as the students themselves. Lawrence
clubs and groups sponsor several different
activities and trips, and students also make
independent plans to travel, visit friends or
go back home.

One of the most popular reading
period offerings are Outdoor Recreation
Club (ORC) trips. Sophomore Matt Larson,
a leader of one of the trips going out this
week, will be taking a group of students to
“the superior hiking trail…along the north
shore of Lake Superior in Minnesota.”
“It’s going to be cold, it’s been snowing up there. There’s going to be cliffs and
bluffs and inland lakes. Thursday, Friday
and Saturday we’re sleeping on the trail and
we’re heading back [to campus] Sunday,” he
explained.
Sophomore Aaron Witter, a close
friend of Larson’s who will be out on the
trail, expressed his enthusiasm, saying,
“I’m really excited, it’s going to be a once
in a lifetime opportunity to spend timeout in nature with some of the greatest

people I know.” Other members of ORC
are also leading trips to the Black River
State Forest, The Porcupine Mountains in
northern Wisconsin as well as on a bird
watching trip in conjunction with the Bird
and Nature Club.
Some students take this time as an
opportunity to think about their future,
both academically and professionally.
Sophomore Elana Lambert is joining a
group of students attending the Lawrence
Scholars in Business trip to visit businesses
in Chicago, an overnight trip leaving campus on Wednesday. Lambert explained that
the group will be “meeting some alumni
and seeing what they are doing in their life
after Lawrence. I am interested in meeting
them and seeing if anything they are doing
inspires me.”

But many students decide to remain
on campus, and dorms and clubs try to plan
activities and events accordingly. Sage, for
example, will be hosting movie nights open
to all students left on campus. Sophomore
and RLA Jacob Dalton explained that they
will be showing a three-day romantic movie
marathon.
“We’ll be showing ‘The Fault in Our
Stars,’ ‘Love Actually’ and ‘The Princess
Bride.’ It’s Thursday, Friday and Saturday
and we’re supplying tissues and chocolate,”
he said. There is also a trip to a corn maze
planned for Saturday.
It seems that students, no matter what
they’re doing for reading period, are taking advantage of the time given to them to
relax, explore, and regroup for the rest of
the busy fall term.

with a Freshman Studies class. CORE’s primary goals are to help students develop
strong study habits, improve and increase
communication with their academic advisors, handle their academic workload,
understand campus resources and get oriented to campus.
Among CORE’s group of new students
last year was sophomore Andrea Magaña,
who thinks that the program is “especially
helpful because I got to know my classmates better and I had better discussions in
class; also, the CORE leaders gave me good
advice regarding everything in school.”
The program’s leaders did a good job
advising the freshmen about their professors’ academic expectations: “The CORE
leaders gave me advice regarding the academic level expected from my professor

so I adjusted to his academic needs,” said
Magaña.
CORE leaders have demonstrated
outstanding leadership and support for
Lawrence’s educational system while promoting a strong sense of community in
school. Junior Amanda Bourbonais feels
good about her participation in the program.
“I was an RLA last year, so I was expecting CORE to be somewhat similar. In a
lot of ways it is—getting to know freshmen, answering their questions, bribing
them with food so they come to things—
but CORE meetings have also allowed for
more in-depth discussion on different topics like identity and wellness,” Bourbonais
explained.
During the meetings, leaders and first-

year fellows hold discussions involving
campus resources, living in a residential
campus and things that foster adaptation
to a college life. However, the groups also
do fun group activities. Junior CORE leader
Eduardo Elizondo explains the activities
prepared for his group:
“Usually [we] just sit around and talk
about the topics that we have in hand that
week, but we don’t just stick to those topics,” he said. He also affirmed that his group
touches on topics “that relate to the whole
Lawrence experience. This past week we
planned a bonfire meeting by SLUG, where
we talked about our experience so far during the first six weeks of the term,” Elizondo
explained.

Expanded CORE program brings students together
Ollin Garcia Pliego
For The Lawrentian

______________________________

During the last academic year the
Students Affairs division, led by Vice
President for Student Affairs and Dean
of Students Nancy Truesdell, created the
CORE Program to help first-year students
become engaged with the Lawrence community and its resources. Last year’s implementation of CORE was under trial during
Fall Term. This year, however, the program
is being implemented in its entirety for the
first two terms of the academic year.
CORE is led by two upperclassmen,
called CORE group leaders, who are paired

See page 12
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Mysterious chalk artist decorates campus walkways
Nalee Praseutsack
For The Lawrentian

______________________________

If you have seen chalk art around campus, chances are it was the work of freshman Madeira Seaman. Since arriving on
campus, she has begun leaving her mark
in chalk and plans to continue throughout
the year.
Seaman started doing chalk art the
summer of 2014 before bringing her work
to the Lawrence Campus. Her common
spots for art have been outside of Kohler,
Warch Campus Center and near the Wriston
Art Center.
She originally started doing chalk art
on campus to meet people, but it has grown
into a habit. “No one’s stopped me yet,”
Seaman said when asked why she does
chalk art.

Her frequency of art has led to Seaman
signing her work as “BD.” BD is an alias
standing for “Big Dick,” partially referencing her father Richard “Dick” Seaman.
Seaman cites one of her major inspirations as “the ocean.” As a lover of marine
biology, she has used jellyfish and whales
as subjects for her works. She loves the
ocean so much that she has a jellyfish tattoo—which she designed herself.
In the past, Seaman has also taken
requests that have included circle
Gallifreyan (from the popular BBC show
“Doctor Who”) for Channing Tucker and “a
stupid looking lizard” for Ameer Ross, both
freshmen. Seaman welcomes suggestions
and encourages people to interact with her
while she works. Seaman said she wants
people to “talk with [her]” and invites people to “be better than [her] and “come draw
with [her].”
The method Seaman utilizes involves
using sidewalk chalk and chalk pastels to

draw, then using a paintbrush and water
to paint over the chalk for a smooth finish. Through layering chalk and using the
water-loaded paintbrush, Seaman enjoys
“playing with color on a very, very large
canvas.” Seeing “how the colors blend” is an
appeal of the medium for her.
When asked about the responses she
received, Seaman indicated she was happy
with the amount of positive feedback.
“No one has criticized it at all,” she said.
Remarking on the niche art genre she has
laid claim to, Seaman also said, “I’ve got my
chalk and people like it.”
Given that the weather is getting wetter and colder, Seaman intends to “move
the chalk from the ground to the people.”
Chalk body art is something that Seaman
experimented with over the summer on
herself and others. By using a similar water
and chalk pastel technique, she can draw
directly onto skin.
Chalk body art, according to Seaman, is

like “an ultra temporary tattoo that’s super
unique.” The chalk pastels retain vibrant
color on skin and “after it has dried, it’ll stay
on,” so transfer of chalk dust shouldn’t be
much of a concern. The chalk can later be
removed with soap and water.
Seaman hopes to possibly charge commissions for the chalk body art. With a price
range of 25 cents to five dollars depending
on size, she plans to use the money to “stop
being a crazy poor college kid and buy more
chalk.”
Seaman also mentioned the idea of
starting a “chalk on the walk”-type event
to get more people involved. Inspired by
a “Chalk in the Plaza” event in her home
town of Eureka, Calif., Seaman considered
the idea of inviting all campus groups to
use chalk to “decorate their square [of
sidewalk] and advertise for their club.” This
idea is tentative and no plans have been
made to organize such an event yet.

Chalk art seen around campus.
Photos by Emily Teerink

Jordan

continued from page 3
back. The car rides often involved screaming “Iohwa!” “Yallah” (Yes! Let’s go!) as
many of us would stand up in the car or
on the bumper as the driver sped through
the sand.

In the afternoon, we scrambled—rock
climbed and hiked—up Jabal Burda. Just
after we reached Burda’s arch, it began to
rain. It hadn’t rained since I came to Jordan
in June and experiencing it in the desert
was, for lack of a better word, magical. As
we scrambled down the rocks to get back
to the ground, we could see thunder in the
distance and smell the zatar that grew on

the rocks. We switched campsites in the
afternoon—this one was much more peaceful and more in the heart of the desert.
We spent the last morning sand-boarding, which is going down sand dunes on
a snowboard. Running and riding down
sand dunes is incredibly exhilarating, but
hiking up them is exhausting. When we left
the desert in the afternoon, none of us felt

ready to go back to Amman. We went to
Aqaba to have dinner before our 6 p.m. bus.
Two weeks after leaving, red sand is still
falling out of my sneakers. I’m excited to
return to Wadi Rum, as well as to visit Petra,
in five days for an excursion with my study
abroad program.
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Film Review

“Frances Ha” both charms and terrifies with earnestness
This film includes the
excruciating ups and downs of
Anastasia Skliarova
her relationship with Sophie, a
Staff Writer
__________________________ breakup, new friendships, a trip
to Paris, the disintegration of old
Reading period is upon us. jobs, new jobs, new lows and
We all know what actually hap- moments that she calls “magic”
pens during reading period: you over the course of a year of her
binge on Netflix in a cocoon of life.
blankets, possibly while eating
After breaking up with a
Doritos.
milquetoast boyfriend, and
In the spirit of relaxing after the co-dependent Sophie
and enjoying a movie and in decides to move apartments,
order to prepare readers of The Frances finds herself without a
Lawrentian for a cinematically place to live and stumbles upon
fruitful mini-break, I watched Lev and Benji, a pair of bach“Frances Ha” (which I found in elor friends with few cares other
Netflix’s “critically-acclaimed” than a need for a third preson to
section).
cover their $4,000 rent.
The film is in black and
Lev, played by Adam Driver,
white and this accentuates is hilariously unaware of how
the quotidian subtleties of the well he fits into the trope of the
events in Frances’ life.
obscenely wealthy 20-year-old
We are introduced to the New York yuppie and enjoys a
titular character as the film series of one-night stands with
opens upon France, played by seemingly identical and beautiGreta Gerwig. She is play-fight- ful New York women.
ing with her best friend, Sophie,
Benji, played by Michael
played by Mickey Sumner. It Zegen, is also wealthy, but far
appears to be modern day and more down-to-earth. He develthey are laughing.
ops feelings for Frances that

he masks anytime she does
something that is ridiculous
and charming, and he mutters
“un-dateable,” as if to convince
himself he does not adore her
quirks.
Frances is a 27-yearold dancer and Gerwig’s tall
stature contributes greatly
to her uniqueness as an artist. She stumbles when she
runs, but she looks perfectly at
peace when she dances ballet.
Scatterbrained and focused on a
future in dance and nothing else,
Frances finds herself at a loss
when her dance company gives
her fewer and fewer jobs.
Whenever anyone asks
her about her financial state,
Frances’ denial comes off as
cringe-worthy. For example,
she gets wine-drunk and messily eats a roll while telling an
irrelevant story about a college
friend’s hookup at a semi-formal
dinner party. Everyone around
her at the table has a steady
job—some even have an apartment in Paris—but she has no
rent money and has managed to

grow distant from her platonic
soul mate, Sophie.
The film ends happily, but
not without revealing some
truly frightening moments of
reality for certain folks in their
late twenties. Yes, “Frances Ha”
has picked up on some stereotypes of the lost and confused
millennial, but it integrates
these archetypes with sensitivity. Gerwig’s portrayal of a
woman who wants the fruition
of her dreams, love and friendship is earnest and endearing.
The film was first shown
in the Telluride Film Festival of
2012 and then widely released
in theaters nationwide. Overall,
“Frances Ha” has been well
received by critics. Gerwig both
starred in and wrote “Frances
Ha,” which was her first screen
writing effort.
Noah Baumbach, her cowriter and director of the film,
decided that Gerwig suited
Frances’ character and she
agreed to play the protagonist.
Gerwig’s holistic awareness of
the script and the other char-

acters’ attitudes toward her is
displayed in her portrayal of
an optimistic, slightly awkward
woman whose life is in transition.
Fewer than 90 minutes in
length, “Frances Ha” packs a lot
of post-grad fear, amusement,
clichés and honesty into a small
package. This happens because
of the unique cinematography—
scenes transition choppily and
can be as short as three seconds
in order to convey the chaotic or
calm energy of that particular
moment in Frances’ life.
These quickly changing
scenes seem to put Frances’
activities on the same plane:
yes, her life moves up and down,
but nothing is ever too bad
for long. Although the characters can seem a tad satirical at
times, Gerwig captured something genuine about both the
fears and the joyful freedom that
come with approaching independence.

Trout Museum of Art hosts fifth season of live jazz
Izzy Yellen
Staff Writer

_________________________

Last Thursday, Oct. 16, I had
the pleasure of going to the Trout
Museum of Art to hear Tim Davis
and his jazz trio play a set as part
of the Trout’s Jazz Series.
Tim Davis is a drummer who
primarily plays in Chicago but
comes to Wisconsin for a few gigs
every now and then.

On Thursday, he was playing with a trio of Chicago-based
musicians that has been together
on and off for the past 20 years.
The band consists of Tim Davis
on drums, Steve Million on piano
and Larry Kohut on bass.The trio
played a mix of originals, bebop
and hard bop tunes.
Bebop is a sub genre of jazz
that has an emphasis on virtuosity
and fast-moving chords. Hard bop
is similar, but sometimes does not

move as quickly. They also added
in elements that are not necessarily in either of these sub genres.
There was a heavy emphasis
on each instrument doing unusual
things. For example, it was not
uncommon in the set for Davis to
have stretches of time where he
was not keeping time and instead
playing melodically or sparsely.
There were also many points
where the bass played the melody
instead of a horn or the piano.

This really showed off their
talent as individual musicians and
as a group. Even while playing in
this unusual way, they were able
to stay “in the pocket,” meaning
they played together tempo-wise
and easily locked into a groove.
When this happens, it is even easier to add in other elements to
spice up the music, such as drum
fills.
It also enables each member
to try things out, like changing

the style or time signature. During
one of Million’s solos, Davis went
into a rock feel that contrasted
greatly to the subtle, swung feel
he was playing before. This makes
a professional jazz musician stand
out.
I enjoyed this performance. It
is nice to be able to walk a block
from campus and experience a
whole other realm of music.

Written
and
directed
by Junior Zach Ben-Amots,
“Forgotten History” is not a
documentary with overwhelming visual style like the films of
Andrei Ujica or Errol Morris, or
as forceful in its advocacy as the
works of Steve James or Michael
Moore. Ben-Amots instead takes
an approach reminiscent of Ken
Burns or James Marsh: the facts
and the subject first, minimal
authorial voice, telling the story
and examining his interviewees
(ranging from current students,
recent graduates, faculty and
alumni who are decades out of
school). He lets them tell the story,
staying silent and ceding the spotlight to them.

Here’s some good news for
Lawrentians: the college (and us
by proxy) comes off well. From the
60s to the present day, it is clear
that Lawrence works with students to create a racially accepting
environment.
Though, there are struggles
and growing pains that naturally
take place; there is a reason the
black student union wrote a list
of 10 demands to help create a
more accepting atmosphere, not
to mention their occupation operations in the late 60s and early
70s). There are cases of professors and students acting insensitively or with ignorance, but there
is nothing that suggests outright
hostility.

Instead, a dialogue is open
and sometimes the tone of the
conversation darkens.
Less accepting, however, is
Appleton, a place where the diversity showed itself only in different
shades of white until relatively
recently, and had only seen people who were not white, for the
most part, on television. These
students were once treated as
novelties, as aliens and sadly even
as something unnatural. It was
not uncommon in the past, as the
interviews with students reveal,
to hear racial slurs from rolled
down car windows walking down
the street.
The film raises the question
of what to do. Certainly racism

is not, and has never been, the
answer. “Color blindness,” as it’s
called, acting as if race does not
exist, also does not help, because
race does exist.
Race helps define who we
are, and to deny an aspect of
everyone’s identity creates just
as many problems as it allegedly solves. Professors, students
and townspeople have all acted
thoughtlessly. Maybe there is not
going to be any change overnight,
but there has been some. We
can all get better. If there’s one
thing “Forgotten History” helps us
remember, it is that.

“Forgotten History” a must-see student-made film
Henry Dykstal
Staff Writer

__________________________

Last Saturday, Oct. 18, some
15 or so of us walked into the
Warch Campus Center Cinema
and watched a documentary. This
was a depressing fact to me, and
not only because that is about
as many people as you are likely
to see in a movie theater showing a documentary at any given
time. It depressed me because
the film, “Forgotten History,” is
an important, vital look at a part
of Lawrence history that is often
ignored. If there is any film all of
us should see, it is this one.
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Music at Lawrence

Photos by Annie Ela

“Dances and Dreams” concert a successfully moving show
Lizzy Weekes

Staff Writer
_______________________

On Saturday, Oct. 18 at 8 p.m.
the Symphonic Band struck up in
unison. Players bounced in their
chairs, reflecting the theme of this
concert, “Dances and Dreams”,
through the first piece, “Folk
Dances,” by Dmitri Shostakovich
and edited by H. Robert Reynolds.
Conductor and Visiting
Assistant Professor of Music,
Matthew Arau took a few
moments to welcome the audience and introduce the next piece,
“Incantation and Dance,” by John
Barnes Chance. Arau presented
the piece as a “magical dance.”
A lulling of flutes created an
air of mystery and suspense was
attained. A pattern of dark, low
mystery contrasted with intermittent percussive shock until the
chapel resounded with a final unified chord.
Next came “October” by Eric

Whitacre. The piece began with
sustained clarinets. A solo oboe
broke the lull with near perfect
intonation.
The Symphonic Band perfectly emulated the month for which
the piece is named. Swirling winds
and changing leaves were created
by the music, a reminder of the
true beauty of the season.
The last piece in the
Symphonic Band’s program
was “Danzon No. 2” by Arturo
Marquez, transcribed by Oliver
Nickel. This piece brought a whole
new meaning to the night’s theme.
Arau mentioned, “This piece is
irresistible” and all were left moving in their seats.
This Mexican dance had lovely repeating themes specific to any
mariachi band. Tempo sped. All
players were bobbing; near chaos
consumed the stage. A singular
bass drum hit resounded, exemplifying an abrupt end the madness.
The Symphonic Band had
finished, deserving the copi-

ous applause heard throughout
the Chapel, and then the Wind
Ensemble took the stage.
From the very beginning, tuning was impeccable. The program
started right away. Their first
piece, “Roman Carnival Overture”
by Hector Berlioz, transcribed by
V.F. Safranek, embodied its namesake with brightness. This group
stood out for their togetherness
and balance in every aspect of the
music. A hanging chord astounded, ending the piece.
Conductor and Assistant
Professor of Music, Andrew Mast
also welcomed the audience and
shared a description of the program. The next piece, “Bliss” by
Michael Torke, came in five sections. All had the same rhythm,
kept constant by percussive handclaps.
The first section highlighted
upper woodwinds and the melody
began in an almost jazz like fashion.
This second section was less
static. Harmonies were varied a

little while the ensemble continued to maintain admirable unity
and blend.
The next, third section
brought a much darker sound
with low brass, low reeds and
string bass. Saxophones stood out
to convey an even jazzier tone.
The fourth section had a very
mysterious key. Bigger note jumps
were evident and brass contrasted
what the rest of the ensemble was
doing.
The fifth and final section
produced a resolution. Simplicity
created a happier, brighter tone.
The piece built as claps were
abandoned and replaced by snare
drums. Building to near chaos, the
piece ended with the ensemble
still unbelievably together.
A story of sea travel was told
through “Harrison’s Dream” by
Peter Graham, the final piece on
the repertoire.
A buzz-like sound created
chaos. Dissonance followed and
solos bounced around as a transition took place.

A beautiful, magical section
followed; the majesty highlighted
by none other than a harp. What
beauty and mysticism did this talented group create! The section
ended with ringing bell tolls.
Percussionists aggressively
heralded the final part. A similar busy sound was recalled from
the first section, but more order
was conveyed. The themes built
to pandemonium again. A resolution surfaced as the two previous
themes mixed in an unimaginably
successful way, and the attentive
audience was sent out on waves of
timpani rolls.
The audience raved with long
bouts of applause.
The night brought many
surprises and successes. Both
ensembles should be commended
for their production of beautiful
music.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
D-term dilemma
The nascent D-term provides interested Lawrentians with the opportunity to pursue experiential,
hands-on learning. The term is meant to be a supplement to Lawrence’s regular curricula and not a
substitute for it. Therefore, the courses are designed to be unique and project-based, characteristics not
always found in regular coursework.
Although the flat fee for the term is problematic since it excludes students who cannot afford
it without additional support, the cost is far lower than a standard two weeks at Lawrence. Given a
$42,357 tuition per year without financial aid, the cost for two weeks at Lawrence comes out to over
$2,500, excluding room and board. In comparison, the total cost for D-term, including tuition, room and
board, is currently set at $1,863. This lower rate may render the program affordable for a signifcant
segment of the student body. However, the lack of proportional financial aid does raise concerns about
the inherent financial exclusivity of this program. This appears to go against the larger push to make
Lawrence a more affordable and inclusive institution.
Keeping this is in mind, the decision to not count D-term credits towards majors appears to be a
smart one. Since the program may only be affordable for a smaller section of students, counting the
credits towards majors would provide its participants an unfair advantage compared to the average student. The term should be an opportunity for a different form of learning and not a chance to accumulate
credits in the spirit of a liberal arts education. In fact, the experience afforded by the term may arguably
have a lot more to offer than a mathematical analysis would reveal.
Unfortunately, the current setup of the term is also prone to lower participation and logistical
problems. After a stressful Fall Term, some students need a relaxing winter break to rejuvenate and
re-energize themselves. Taking two out of the six weeks of the break is a significant reduction in this
de-stressing period.
This low attendance may be amplified by the sheer number of offerings. With approximately 20
courses on the menu, the already small number of participants will be split up into tiny groups per class,
allowing for a more individualized experience, but also creating the risk that registration levels might
not be there for the individual courses.
With some modifications, D-term has the potential to become an promising new fixture of the
Lawrence education. Tried and tested programs of a similar variety have yielded positive results for
universities and can be equally beneficial at Lawrence. We can only hope the faculty, staff and administration of this university take heed of the successes and failures this pilot experience may present.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor:

In the Oct. 10 issue of The Lawrentian, the Staff Editorial made it fundamentally clear that they
believe that false accusations are not a problem, if they even exist at all. The wider question asked
whether every discussion of sexual violence should be immediately countered by a “false accusation
narrative.”
The answer is, “of course not,” but debates on changing policy regarding what is “consent” is one
of them. Furthermore, to be entirely dismissive of false accusations is both insulting to those who have
faced them and even potentially dangerous.
Two prevailing arguments are used by advocates to dismiss false accusations of rape. The first is
that “someone simply wouldn’t lie about a rape.” I wonder what Brian Banks or Conor Oberst would
have to say about that.
A more troubling example from abroad is the report by the Delhi Commission for Women who
recently revealed that 53 percent of rape accusations between April 2013 and July 2014 in Delhi were
found to be false and often for revenge. The truth is that we can logically eliminate the notion that lying
about rape is somehow inherently “out of bounds” for the human race.
The second argument is that “false accusations are so rare that they are to be considered statistically insignificant.” This too is a fallacious belief as it insinuates that we have a near-perfect knowledge
of an issue we refuse to document.
The most common assertion is that around two percent of accusations within the United States are
false. This questionable statistic came from feminist author Susan Brownmiller’s book “Against Our Will”
and was based on a single, unverifiable anecdote which has been repeated ad nauseam since. However,
a few real academic studies on the subject have been done, and many place the number significantly
higher, usually between 8 and 41 percent.
The only reasonable position we can take is that we honestly do not know how many accusations
are false or “unjustified.” To claim that we should simply ignore them as an anomaly or that they are
not relevant to the wider discussion of “consent” is ultimately prejudicial and an exercise in arrogance.
Rhys Kuzdas, Class of 2015

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and
community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the authors. The
Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which
represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to
submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.

In defense of Bon Appétit
Danny Davis
Managing Editor

________________________

Bon Appétit is a polarizing
presence on campus, to say the
least. Some love it, some hate it.
While many offer scathing critiques of Bon Appétit’s aggressive
business practices, others choose
to gripe about the quality of the
food.
Maybe it’s the “Lawrence
Bubble” that makes us lose perspective all too quickly. Maybe
there are too many brats—as in,
like, whiny children, not the popular Wisconsin dish, of which there
are also arguably too many.
Still, there are plenty of students who seem to lack appreciation for the top-notch dining
service that we are privileged
with. To the harshest critics, I ask:
What’s so bad about Bon Appétit?
Maybe it’s the quality of the
food. First, consider the fact that
all of us are in college. For the first
time in our lives, we’re supposedly tasting the real world. Maybe
your mattress is going to be a
little stiff. Maybe you’ll have to
stand out in the cold when somebody burns the popcorn. Maybe
the pinto beans are going to be
slightly al dente.
That’s part of the experience of being in college. Not every
aspect of your life is going to be
immensely luxurious. At some
schools, having really flaccid, boring and heartburn-inducing food
is just another minor inconvenience that college students shrug
off as a fact of life
Having a salad bar, pasta,
chili con carne and healthy
vegan options everyday, along
with other dishes, is an exceptional and outstanding luxury
that Lawrentians enjoy. Yet, I
hear many Lawrentians complain
about various digestive issues
with Bon Appétit’s food. Eating
a balanced diet is easy when so
many healthy options are readily available. It’s a wonder that
so many students here choose
greasier options at the café and
complain later on.
Another possible gripe is the
price. Criticisms of Bon Appétit’s
pricing options come in many
forms. Some say that it nickel and
dimes us at every turn. Others
complain that we pay $1500 for
$1000 worth of food. Others wish
they could have a smaller, less
expensive meal plan.
There’s a reason it’s expensive, which brings me back to my

previous remarks about the quality of the food. Maybe I’ll pay an
extra $2000 in loans ten years
from now because Lawrence chose
Bon Appétit over some other food
service company. However, I’ll be
happy I did because I didn’t wreck
my organs from eating pizza and
ramen every day for four years.
Enrolling in this school is
a choice we all made. When we
searched for colleges, there were
a lot of factors to consider in our
decision, including access to basic
needs such as food, healthcare
and stores to suit our demands.
When we decided on
Lawrence, we agreed to be customers of Bon Appétit. Those
with serious concerns about Bon
Appétit maybe should have considered their choice more carefully.
Finally, many complain about
Bon Appétit’s questionable business practices. Bon Appétit is
effectively a monopoly. However,
aside from slight price increases, this really does not affect the
welfare of Lawrence students in
the way monopolies usually do in
a larger economic environment.
Unfortunately, from time to time,
there are price increases, as there
are with grocery stores and restaurants as well.
Although, in theory, a competitive food market on this campus would benefit the students, it
isn’t feasible to have two catering
companies competing on such a
small campus.
Bon Appétit recognizes that
it is a monopoly, and understands
that the key to success is working in harmony with the campus.
That’s why it creates employment
opportunities for students, offers
competitive pricing for catering
and strives to continually improve
on a business model that works
well for our school.
In such a small, isolated environment, we often lose perspective on where we are in the world
and how fortunate we are to live
in comfort, safety and luxury.
Even in Appleton, some struggle
to eat, shelter themselves and stay
healthy.
Because Bon Appétit is a part
of our daily life, we like to complain about our food like we complain about the hot water running
low or the weather. However, it is
important to consider that behind
the corporate, faceless presence
of Bon Appétit is a group of individuals working to provide a quality dining service to Lawrentians,
even if they haven’t reached perfection.

FREE Super-Muncheez Cheezy-Breadsticks with
any 14” or 16” Pizza!
FREE Delivery!

Ask for your Lawrence Discount!
Best Traditional Pizza
Best Late-Night Dining
Best Take-Out/Delivery

920-749-1111

http://www.muncheezpizzeria.com
600 W. College Ave., Appleton, Wis.
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No backpacks, coats or trust in Corner Store Pleasure yourself: Read a book
Jess Morgan
Staff Writer

____________________________________

This past week, I was shocked
when asked to leave my backpack
outside of our campus’s favorite
convenient store. The sign outside
that read, “Coats, backpacks, purses, etc. are not permitted in Kate’s
Corner Store,” was unexpected on
our safe and friendly campus.
The new rule came into
effect after a shoplifting incident
involving a backpack. Currently,
the Student Welfare Committee is
determining whether this policy is
the best solution and whether or
not it will be in effect for the entire
year, according to general manager of Bon Appétit, Julie Severance.
Being asked to leave my backpack outside brought me back to
my days in middle school and high
school, when some of the local gas
stations put up signs only allowing one or two teens to enter the
store at a time.
To me, the sign sent the
negative message that we are not
trusted as a student body to resist
the temptation of our sticky fingers. While I complied without
hesitation, it left me with a lot of
questions and mixed feelings; I
hope that the new “no backpacks”
policy does not become a permanent change.
Since the ban of backpacks,
I have noticed an inconsistency
in the policy being enforced.
Sometimes backpacks are left outside and sometimes they make
their way inside. While jackets are
not allowed inside of the store—I
mean, I suppose it hasn’t quite
reached the negative 40-degree
weather yet, so it’s clearly too
early to wear them anyhow—I
have seen many students wear
their coats inside.
The inconsistency of the
policy is troubling because students may feel singled out when
they are told that they need to
leave their belongings outside. A
student who was asked to take
off their backpack may wonder
why they are being less trusted
than the individual who made it in

without comment. At times when
several students are entering the
store at once, this rule may be too
difficult to enforce.
In addition to cultivating anxiety, setting aside belongings is an
inconvenience. During the afternoon brown paper bag lunch rush,
the amount of possessions outside
of Kate’s Corner Store could easily
become a fire hazard!
Imagine the chaos if a student burned popcorn. The alarm
would have students tripping and
hurdling over the coats and backpacks outside the store. While
great practice for track athletes,
this policy could lead to mayhem!

"I hope that the new
policy opens the
eyes of students to
how important the
personal integrity of
each member of the
community is."
Lives would be at stake!
Taking off jackets in order
to enter the store will be a nuisance during winter term. After
30 minutes of layering on clothing
before venturing out in the brutal Wisconsin weather, who could
blame them for calling it a nuisance? Nearly frost-bitten and in
a hurry for their next obligation,
students will sacrifice food before
sacrificing their warm fuzzy jackets. Even more deaths! Death by
starvation! How cruel!
Jokes about winter apparel
and burnt popcorn induced fire
alarms aside, the new policy
is in extreme discord with the
Lawrence University Honor Code
that we uphold with so much
pride. One of our big selling
points to prospective students
on Admissions tours is how safe
our possessions are anywhere on
campus.
The rules in Warch send

mixed signals to our student body.
If we can be trusted to leave our
belongings outside of Andrew
Commons while going to dinner,
we should be able to trust each
other not to steal from the Corner
Store only one floor above.
The new policy is not congruent with the trust students
have for each other on campus. In
fact, it may lead some students to
unnecessarily question whether
their possessions are safe when
left downstairs.
It is unfortunate that the
Lawrence staff has been put in
the difficult position of finding a
solution to prevent repeat offenses without inconveniencing students. While the new rule regarding Kate’s Corner Store was set
with good intent, I think it has a
lot of problems.
It is also unfair to the employees at Kate’s Corner Store that
they must be on the lookout for
forbidden belongings and potential shoplifters. As students, it is
unfair that we are put in a position
of being watched and punished
for a single individual’s misbehavior.
The choices we make as students do not only affect ourselves,
but also our peers and the staff
that work hard to make Lawrence
such a great place. It is important
to keep ourselves and our peers
accountable while interacting
within our community because a
single, minor incident can affect
the whole student body and staff.
I hope that the new policy
opens the eyes of students to how
important the personal integrity
of each member of the community
is, and that our campus continues
to thrive in our ability to trust
each other.
If you have any ideas about
a more effective solution than
the “no backpacks” rule, or any
opinions to share regarding the
topic, contact Julie Severance or
attend the weekly Student Welfare
Committee meeting on Tuesdays
at 11:10 a.m. in the Warch
Campus Center’s Arthur Vining
Davis Room.

Andrea Johnson
Copy Editor

_______________________

I’ve stopped pleasuring
myself in public. It shocks too
many people. “What are you
doing?” they ask, eyes wide. “How
can you—how do you possibly
have the time to read…for pleasure?”
The short answer is this: I
make the time, just like I make
time to eat and sleep. I’m not
exaggerating when I equate reading for fun with eating and sleeping—the latter two are as necessary for my physical health as the
former is for my mental health.
Lawrence is an intense place;
the classes move quickly, and the
workload is heavy. We all need
breaks periodically, times when
we can relax, breathe and be calm.
I take mine by reading mystery
novels, though you could do the
same by taking a yoga class, going
on a walk, having a movie night
or grabbing a meal with a friend.
That said, I think reading for fun
is in particular need of protection
for several reasons.
First, reading makes us better people. In 2013, researchers at
the New School in New York City
found evidence that reading literary fiction makes people more
empathetic.
They theorize that when we
read about the complicated inner
lives of characters that are not like
us, we recognize the complexity of
the real people around us. While
informative and even interesting,
technical readings on the way
our vocal cavities produce vowel
sounds, for example, do not instill
in us a compassion for our fellow
humans.
Second, I worry for people who find themselves in the
habit of reading only when it is
assigned. I fear they will grow
to consider reading a chore and
therefore be less inclined to
engage in any reading, for pleasure or otherwise, when there are
no longer professors requiring it.
This would be bad for reasons

already outlined—that reading for
fun is healthy and makes us more
compassionate—and also for the
fundamental reason that reading
gives us access to such a wealth of,
well, everything. Information and
people and places.
Google, whose Google Books
project aims to digitize every
published book in existence, estimates that there are 129,864,880
books in the world. That’s so
much potential empathy!
In addition, long-form journalism is becoming ever more
popular as such bastions of the
news world as The New York
Times, Politico and The Atlantic
realize that we technology-addled
millennials can and do enjoy more
than click-bait cat videos.
A personal favorite of the
genre is “The Reckoning” by Peter
Solomon, which ran in The New
Yorker in March of this year and
profiles Peter Lanza, the father of
Sandy Hook shooter Adam Lanza,
as he “reckons” with what his son
did. It is a masterfully-told tale
that weaves in and out of the narrative of Peter Lanza’s life while
examining some of the largerscale implications of the shooting, like the treatment of mental
illness and the strictness of gun
control laws.
Online long-form journalism,
with its ability to really dig into a
topic and bring it to life through
the inclusion of graphics, videos
and interactive components, is
the future. It’s not only a pleasurable reading experience but an
informative one as well; readings
need not be obscure, assigned or
technical to be beneficial. Let’s not
train ourselves now to only read
when it’s strictly necessary, for we
will be cutting ourselves off from
a world of engaging, meaningful
works.
I hope you can find time to
read for fun. President Obama
can—he reads for half an hour
before bed every night—so I’m
confident that you can. Prioritize
it, put it in the calendar and then
do it.

See page 12

When nothing means something: a philosophical investigation
Nijesh Upreti

For The Lawrentian

________________________

There was a subtle look in
her face. Her gleaming eyes were
trying to communicate with me,
and leaves were falling to fill in
the distance we maintained. I was
caught up in a trance of thought in
which I could not respond to her
mystic call.
The idea of nothingness has
always intrigued me more than
the feeling of nothing itself. The
realization that reason is the true
identity of any individual curves
over me. I try to explain the feeling I felt when the leaves were
falling and there is a single word
that I can write: nothing.
I still try to remember seeing her, but I fail to construct
the moment in clarity from my
memory. It fills me like a feeling
that was never felt, and my inability to respond demands a friend of
sort. In response, often these days
Nietzsche comes to the rescue. He
tells me not to respond to the feeling of the unfelt.
From the very spiritual to the

very mathematical, nothingness
has its part to play in everything.
In mathematical terms, the use of
the concept of zero dates back to
around 400 B.C. in Babylon. This
formalized during the 5th century
A.D. in India where the spiritual
concept of void was used to give
the number the shape it has today.
Nothing has always been special because it not only integrates
the essence of being into itself
but also the essence of non-being.
The idea of nothing is so central
to human imagery that without
it our idea of existence would
be incomplete. And that is why,
often in various forms, nothingness keeps us in the loop of its
existence.
There is a medical phenomenon called phantom limb in which
a patient feels pain or other sensations in a lost part of his or her
body. How can something you do
not possess any longer cause so
much psychological trouble?
It’s interesting to note how
our brains respond to the stimulus of losing something that they
once considered part of their own.
Our brain is trying to create some-

thing—pain or sensations—out of
nothing.
In psychological terms, too,
we often tend to cling to our
desires or behaviors in such a
way that virtual is the actual
“real.” From tangible to intelligible
domains, nothingness is central to
our understanding of reality.
Advances in neuroscience,
such as V.S. Ramachandran’s
research, help us conclude that
our perceptions depend on how
we tend to relate to non-existent
stimuli. Mostly, we connect the
existent with the non-existent by
creating a reality in which nothing
has its place in every aspect of our
perception.
To feel about something with
two opposite emotions could
mean not feeling anything at all,
mathematically. However, in psychological terms, the feelings do
not negate one another in that
manner; rather, they overlap,
producing augmented emotional
confusion or chaos. This is what
keeps me questioning what it is
that I felt when the leaves were
falling. Maybe the idea of chaos
has the answer?

In ancient Greece, nothing
was described as being full of
chaos. The Bible too has references relating chaos and the void as
being the raw material of creation.
Many other religions refer to creation as God’s making everything
out of nothing.
In physics, the measure of
disorder in the universe is increasing as we move forward in time.
Also, the expansion of the universe tells us that there is nothing, as something is rapidly filling
in the distances that everything
maintains. If we can say that chaos
is nothing, as the ancient Greeks
did, then maybe we can explain
the emotional void I felt.
The state of equilibrium in
the natural and social sciences
refer to a single frame of nothingness in which dynamic pathways
result in a change in position of
the idea of nothingness.
In the biological equilibrium of homeostasis or the economic equilibrium of supply and
demand, the focus is on returning
to nothing. Nothing is the equilibrium of existing, and not existing
is every frame of reference.

Stretching the idea further,
what we see around us is nothing
but a perception created by the
movements of electrons. The light
that gives us the ability to see is
simply a construct resulting from
electrons’ transitions from lower
to higher, or vice versa.
Also, what we call physically tangible is no more physical
when it comes to science; it is
just vibrations that we feel, since
we never actually touch anything
at the quantum level. The recent
developments in modern physics
hint towards nothing as being a
quintessential component of the
universe, with quantum vacuums
playing an integral role in helping
us understand the universe better.
It is only in the domain of
nothing that we all can come
together and agree that it is nothing. There are no divides, no arguments in the realm of nothing. To
be able to acknowledge that you
do not know anything is when you
actually start to learn. So let this
be said: Ideas are formed, but only
to say that there is something that
exists, and that that something is
__________________.
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What do you think about D-term?

“I think it’s overpriced which
makes it hard for students
who are interested to participate.” - Loraina Stinson

“There are interesting classes I’d
like to take, but it’s too expensive
without scholarships, and winter is
an inconvenient time.” - Mia Bathke
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CORE

continued from page 6
Additionally, Elizondo is concerned with helping first-year students improve their time management, an important and particularly useful skill at a school like
Lawrence, “In one of the meetings,
we talked about time management,” where students “[asked]
about personal experiences, so we
shared how we manage our time
to be able to handle the workload.”
The freshman class’ opinion
about CORE is essential to understand the achievements of the
program thus far. Freshman Ryan

Johnson

continued from page 11
If you cannot, then please, at
least keep your mouth shut about
it. Don’t sigh when you see me
with some Stephen King and say
how much you just wish you had
time to read. When you do this,
you are much too happily martyring yourself on the altar of higher
education, and if there’s anything
I hate, it’s a happy martyr.
The culture at this school is
one that idolizes busyness at the

“An interesting concept
without any real benefits for
Lawrence students.” - Alice
Jamison

“Great option for those who
can afford it!” - Ben Meunier

Aiello thinks that the “program
has been really helpful” because
it has allowed him to meet different folks, “some of the people
that [he] wouldn’t normally see
in high school.” Moreover, Aiello
confirms that he has “learned a lot
of personal stuff within a month of
knowing some of them.”
Thus, CORE achieves its main
objectives, which are fostering
social networking skills and making new friendships. Furthermore,
Aiello enjoys the bonding activities of his crew, which “usually
starts off with a game. Our group
really likes catch phrase; other
things that we’ve [played] are
the telephone game,” although he

clarified that they used drawings
instead of words.
Contrary to one of CORE’s
objective, Aiello does not see the
program entirely related to study:
“If anything, it’s time I should be
studying. It’s kind of [like] any
other group… except [it] is more
organized.”
Likewise, Aiello does not
think that the program has helped
him to better communicate with
his advisor yet. “I’m not saying
that maybe it won’t in the future.
We talked about advisors this
past week. [Before,] I had no idea
what the advisors were for, how
to change advisors, what their job
was even,” he said.

expense of nearly all else. When
someone tells me how remarkable it is that I have time to read
for fun, I hear the superiority in
his or her voice. They are saying,
in essence, “I’m taking my classes
so seriously that I can’t read for
fun. You must not be if you can sit
there and read Agatha Christie.”
This needs to stop. An environment that treats a few minutes
of downtime as a novelty is not a
healthy one. If you consider reading an unnecessary indulgence,
what else is unnecessary? Is taking a nap? Taking a walk? Eating
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a meal? It’s a slippery slope of
unhealthy asceticism when we
start denying ourselves basic
things in the name of academia.
To quote a physics teacher
I had in high school, “The point
is not the points.” Do yourself a
favor and pick up a book from the
library. Or read some long-form
journalism. Take a break, practice
your empathy and put your homework hair shirt away.
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CORRECTIONS: In the Oct. 17 issue of The Lawrentian, an article incorrectly cited that Tom Zoellner was portrayed by Don Cheadle in the movie Hotel
Rwanda. While Hotel Rwanda used material from Zoellner’s book, he was not
portrayed in that movie. The Lawrentian profoundly regrets this error.
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